DREAM VALLEY SELF 2017
AGREEMENT
Kristina Mareen Buddeberg
tina@dreamvalley.no
www.dreamvalley.no
Homephone: 004762464055
Handy 004799483557
Drømmedalen,
Finnstadveien 492
N-2477 Sollia
Norwegen
BANK CONNECTION:
Sparebanken Hedmark, Koppang
Postboks 203,
2302 Hamar
IBAN: NO62 1822 1775 232
BIC/SWIFT - adresse: SHEDNO22

Date:

Name of Dreamvalley Self Participant (from here on called ‘DS’):
Adress:
Telephones:
Telephone of at least one close family member:
e-post adress:
LENGTH OF STAY (at least 2 months stay):
from - to:
SELF COSTS
The 80.- kr. daily cover all the self costs except food: firewood, lodging,
electricity, gas, household items, internet. The DS has to order/bring his
own food. The payment of the self costs must happen as follows: 25% will
be payed in advance by online banking and latest 21 days before
arrival of the DS. The resting 75% have to be payed by arrival - either by
online banking or cash. If the DS wants to participate in the daily vegan
breakfast he pays Nkr. 50.- per breakfast.
VISITORS
DS may welcome visiting family and/or friends after talking and
scheduling this with Dreamvalley. Family and friends of the DSP pay the
same prices daily in order to cover household items, firewood, gas and
lodging. Visitors who want to stay longer than one weekend are
expected to help with the daily works in Dreamvalley. If visitors want to
stay longer and do not want to help the rules and prices of Dreamvalley
Life will be calculated for the rest of their stay (have a look at
www.dreamvalley.no)
TASKS OF THE DS:

DS’s tasks are dependent on individual agreements.
COMMITMENTS OF THE DSP:
to treat tools and materials careful and responsible.
to act friendly and active towards all visitors of Dreamvalley.
to clean after yourself and to leave your room as clean as when
you arrived.
to treat the horses only according to the instructions you got.
to take part in common activities with an active friendly and
supporting
manner.
all DS’s should please inform Dreamvalley about any handicaps
in order to
consider if a stay in Dreamvalley will make sense. Life in
Dreamvalley is
very basic and includes a relatively
primitive lifestyle with compost toilet, and a
lot of outdoor time
amidst wilderness. The personal comfort level is very simple. It
is
cold during wintertime.
to consume electricity and firewood with care and only as much
as necessary.
to read and accept the ‘common ground’ rules developed by
Findhorn (look
at the attachment), to respect and use these rules for
all communicative
situations and challenges that
concern the intern themes of the Dreamvalley
community.
DREAMVALLEY’S COMMITMENT:
to convey aspects concerning safety and security with horses and
tools etc.
to assist the DS with planning their travels to and from
Dreamvalley.
to take responsibility for the planning of the daily works and
activities.
to take part in household after a sensible sharing the work
principle.
to help with finding a doctor in case of sickness.
to read and accept the ‘common ground’ rules developed by
Findhorn (look
at the attachment), to respect and use these rules for
all communicative
situations and challenges that
concern the intern themes of the Dreamvalley
community.
INSURANCE:
Dreamvalley Self participants have to organize their own insurance
solutions before arrival. It is recommended to arrange for an accident
insurance. Dreamvalley points at that handling of horses can involve
high risks. The DS’s have to follow the safety instructions by
Dreamvalley in any situation when handling horses or tools. Dreamvalley
takes NO RESPONSIBILITY WHATSOEVER if something should happen to
the DS’s, their animals, other people involved, or any kind of damage
to things. If the DSP happens to damage something owned by
Dreamvalley she/he is asked to replace or repair the item. If
Dreamvalley uses an item of a visitor it is Dreamvalleys’ responsibly if
the item should happen to be damaged.
CANCELLATION TERMS:
This agreement can be cancelled by both parts by a formal written

letter/mail. A cancellation before arrival has to happen at least 21 days
before arrival. The booking fee - 25 % of the whole self cost fee will be
kept at any case. If cancellation has been made 21 days before arrival
only the 25 % will be retained by Dreamvalley. If the DS cancels her/his
stay later than 21 days before or after arrival, she/he has to pay the self
cost fee for the whole remaining period. If Dreamvalley cancels the stay
Dreamvalley will pay back the daily fee minus the 25 % booking fees
from the day of departure on.
PROLONGING OF AGREEMENT:
It is possible to prolong your stay by a spoken and then written
agreement by both parts.
SIGNATURE:
I declare hereby that I accept these conditions:
date, signature of the Dreamvalley Self Attendant:
date, signature by Tina Buddeberg for Dreamvalley:

